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SCENARIO 1 

• A college professor uses a guide dog in the 

classroom to assist with her visual disability. 

One of the students in the class has severe 

allergies to dogs.  
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SCENARIO 2 

• A gay 17-year-old student attends a Catholic 

high school. He wishes to bring his boyfriend 

to the prom, which is being held off school 

property. The school principal and the School 

Board have said no on the grounds that this 

would be endorsing conduct contrary to the 

Catholic Church’s teachings.  
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SCENARIO 3 

• A woman goes to a barbershop and requests 

a “businessman’s cut”. The hairdresser says 

that because of his religion, he cannot cut the  

woman’s hair.  
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BACKGROUND WORK 

• OHRC has been looking at competing rights 

issues for many years: 

• 2005: Balancing Conflicting Rights: Toward an 

Analytical Framework  

• inter-disciplinary literature review  

• one-on-one interviews   

• extensive consultation 

• litigation 
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GOALS OF POLICY 

• Policy intended to be a tool for organizations 

• Sets out a process for dealing with competing rights 

that emphasizes specific objectives: 

• show dignity, respect for one another 

• encourage mutual recognition of interests, rights/obligations 

• facilitate maximum recognition of rights 

• help parties to understand scope of rights/obligations 

• address stigma, power imbalances; help give marginalized 

individuals, groups a voice 

• encourage cooperation, shared responsibility for finding 

agreeable solutions that maximize enjoyment of rights 
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PRACTICAL STEPS TO REDUCE 

POTENTIAL FOR CONFLICT 

• Organizations covered by the Code have 
legal duty to address competing rights issues 

 

• Organizations can reduce potential for 
competing rights conflict by: 
• knowing their obligations under the Code  

• conducting education and training   

• having an effective  competing rights policy in 
place (e.g., commitment to addressing issues 
promptly) 
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WHAT ARE  

COMPETING RIGHTS? 

• Not all claims equal before the law 

• Human rights are granted special protection 

• Other rights may be protected by legislation but 

don’t have special status given to human rights 

• Claims may also be based on interests or values, 

but generally they do not have legal protection  

• Policy meant to resolve situations where 

there is a conflict of human rights and rights 

that are legally protected 
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COMPETING RIGHTS 

EXAMPLES  

• Competing human rights scenarios might 

include: 

• Code right v. Code right 

• Code right v. Code legal defence 

• Code right v. other legislated right 

• Code right v. Charter right 

• Code right v. common law right 

• International treaty right v. Code/Charter defence 

• Charter right v. Charter right  
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Code right v. Code right 

 
• A civil marriage commissioner objects to 

performing a marriage ceremony for a same-

sex couple, claiming that it violates his 

religious beliefs. He claims that under the 

Code, he has the right to be free from 

discrimination based on religion in 

employment. The couple wishing to receive 

the service claims that their right under the 

Code to be free from discrimination because 

of sexual orientation in services is being 

breached.   
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Code right v. Code legal defence 

 
• A religious organization, providing supportive group 

living to persons with disabilities of any denomination, 

requires staff to abide by a religious code of 

behaviour. The organization dismisses a support 

worker once it learns she is in a same-sex 

relationship. The dismissed worker might claim Code-

based discrimination on the ground of sexual 

orientation while the religious organization might 

claim a Code defence under section 24(1)(a) that 

allows restrictions on terms of employment for 

religious and other types of organizations in certain 

circumstances.  
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Code right v. other legislated 

right 

 • Some parents want the Ministry of Education to modify its 

sex education curriculum so it does not interfere with 

their beliefs: some for religious-based reasons, some for 

personal reasons. Other parents support the new 

curriculum changes: some based on the Code ground of 

family status and sexual orientation.  Others want the 

new curriculum, based on the legislated right to public 

education.  Parents opposed to certain types of sex 

education because of their beliefs might claim 

discrimination on the Code ground of creed. Other 

parents might claim a Code right based on family status, 

sexual orientation and a legislated right to a curriculum 

based on the broader purpose and requirements of the 

Education Act.  
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KEY LEGAL PRINCIPLES 

• No rights are absolute 

• There is no hierarchy of rights 

• Rights may not extend as far as claimed 

• The full context, facts and constitutional 

values at stake must be considered 

• Must look at extent of interference (only 

actual burdens on rights trigger conflicts) 
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KEY LEGAL PRINCIPLES 
CONT’D 

• The core of a right is more protected than its 

periphery 

• Aim to respect the importance of both sets of 

rights 

• “Constructive compromises” may be 

necessary  

• Statutory defences may restrict rights of one 

group and give rights to another 
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ANALYSIS FOR ADDRESSING 

COMPETING RIGHTS 
 

Stage One: Recognizing competing rights claims 

         Step 1: What are the claims about? 

         Step 2: Do claims connect to legitimate rights? 
(a) Do claims involve individuals or groups rather than operational 

interests? 

(b) Do claims connect to human rights, other legal entitlements or 
bona fide reasonable interests? 

(c) Do claims fall within the scope of the right when defined in 
context? 

   Step 3: Do claims amount to more than minimal interference 
with rights? 
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ANALYSIS CONT’D 

 
Stage Two: Reconciling competing rights claims 

    Step 4: Is there a solution that allows enjoyment 

 of  each right? 

    Step 5: If not, is there a “next best” solution? 
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ANALYSIS CONT’D 

Stage Three: Making decisions 
 

• Decisions must be consistent with human 
rights and other law, court decisions, human 
rights principles and have regard for OHRC 
policy 

 

• At least one claim must fall under the Ontario 
Human Rights Code to be actionable at the 
Human Rights Tribunal of Ontario 
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PROCESS FOR ADDRESSING  

COMPETING RIGHTS 

• Many competing rights situations can be 

resolved quickly and informally 
 

• If quick, informal process doesn’t resolve 

issue, organizations may use a full, more 

formal process 

• Policy proposes ADR model 
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CASE EXAMPLES 

• Appendix D includes 3 case examples for 
resolving competing rights 

•  each example takes a competing rights 
scenario and runs it through the steps of 
the analysis  

•  guides organizations on how to apply 
the framework to concrete scenarios 


